Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour
By Morgan Matson

After the death of her father, Amy, a high school student, and Roger, a college freshman, set out on a
carefully planned road trip from California to Connecticut, but wind up taking many detours, forcing
Amy to face her worst fears and come to terms with
her grief and guilt.

Fangirl

By Rainbow Rowell
Being consummate fans of the Simon Snow series
helped Cath and her twin sister Wren cope as little
girls whose mother left them, but now, as they start
college but not as roommates, Cath fears she's unready to live without Wren holding her hand--and
without her passion for Snow.

She Is Not Invisible

F O R FA N S O F

THE FAULT

IN OUR STARS

By Marcus Sedgwick

Rules for 50/50 Chances
By Kate McGovern

Seventeen-year-old Rose Levenson must decide
whether or not she wants to take the test to find out
if she has Huntington's disease, the degenerative
disease that is slowly killing her mother.

Side Effects May Vary
By Julie Murphy

Alice is ready to go out in a blaze of glory, but then she
discovers she's in remission from cancer and she must
deal with all of the mistakes she's made and the people
she's hurt.

Before I Fall

By Lauren Oliver
After she dies in a car crash, teenaged Samantha relives the day of her death over and over again until,
on the seventh day, she finally discovers a way to
save herself.

In a race against time, Laurel and Ben must investigate what happened to her father using the meager
clues they have available.

The Beginning of Everything
By Robin Schneider

Star athlete and prom king Ezra Faulkner's life is irreparably transformed by a tragic accident and the arrival of
eccentric new girl Cassidy Thorpe.

Spectacular Now
By Tim Tharp

In the last months of high school, charismatic eighteenyear-old Sutter Keely lives in the present, staying drunk
or high most of the time, but that could change when
starts working to boost the self-confidence of a classmate, Aimee.

Everything, Everything
By Nicola Yoon

Confined to her home because she is allergic to the
outside world, a teenage girl's life changes when she
begins a romance with the new boy next door that
challenges everything she's ever known.

Anna & The French Kiss
By Stephanie Perkins

When Anna's father sends her to an American boarding school in Paris for her senior year of high school,
she reluctantly goes, and meets a boy who becomes
her best friend, in spite of the fact that they both want
something more.

We encourage readers to be informed about
the titles they are reading. Commonsensemedia.org is a great resource to help you decide
if a book is right for you.
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FOR FANS OF FAULT IN OUR STARS
Simon vs The Homo Sapians Agenda Love Letters to The Dead
By Becky Albertalli

By Ava Dellaira

The Summer I Turned Pretty

When an email falls into the wrong hands, sixteen-yearold, not-so-openly gay Simon is blackmailed into playing
wingman for a classmate or risk having his sexual identity
revealed and the privacy of the boy he's been emailing
compromised.

When Laurel starts writing letters to dead people for
a school assignment, she begins to spill about her
sister's mysterious death, her mother's departure
from the family, her new friends, and her first love.

Belly spends the summer she turns sixteen at the
beach just like every other summer of her life, but this
time things are very different.

Thirteen Reasons Why
By Jay Asher

When Clay Jensen receives a box containing thirteen
cassette tapes recorded by his classmate Hannah,
who committed suicide, he spends the night crisscrossing their town, listening to Hannah's voice recounting the events leading up to her death..

Me & Earl and the Dying Girl

Just Listen

By Sarah Dessen
Isolated from friends who believe the worst because
she has not been truthful with them, sixteen-yearold Annabel finds an ally in classmate Owen, whose
honesty and passion for music help her to face and
share what really happened at the end-of-the-year
party that changed her life.

By Jenny Han

Looking For Alaska
By John Green

Sixteen-year-old Miles' first year at Culver Creek Preparatory School in Alabama includes good friends
and great pranks, but is defined by the search for
answers about life and death after a fatal car crash.

By Jesse Andrews

If I Stay

13 Little Blue Envelopes

Greg has managed to become part of every social
group at his Pittsburgh high school without having
any friends, but his life changes when his mother
forces him to befriend Rachel, a girl he once knew in
Hebrew school who has leukemia.

By Gayle Forman

By Maureen Johnson

While in a coma following an automobile accident
that killed her parents and younger brother, seventeen-year-old Mia, a gifted cellist, weighs whether to
live with her grief or join her family in death.

When seventeen-year-old Ginny receives a packet of
mysterious envelopes from her favorite aunt, she
leaves New Jersey to criss-cross Europe on a sort of
scavenger hunt that transforms her life.

Zac & Mia
By A.J. Betts

The last person Zac expects in the room next door is
a girl like Mia, angry and feisty with questionable
taste in music. In the real world, he wouldn't--couldn't
--be friends with her. In hospital different rules apply,
and what begins as a knock on the wall leads to a
note--then a friendship neither of them sees coming.

Dash and Lily’s Book of Dares
By Rachel Cohn & David Levithan

16-year-old Lily has left a red notebook full of challenges on her favorite bookstore shelf, waiting for
just the right guy to come along and accept its dares.
Dash, in a bad mood during the holidays, happens to
be the first guy to pick up the notebook and rise to its
challenges.

Just One Day
By Gayle Forman

When sheltered American good girl Allyson first encounters laid-back Dutch actor Willem at an underground performance of Twelfth Night, there's an undeniable spark. So when fate brings them together a
second time, Allyson takes an uncharacteristic leap,
changes course, and follows Willem to Paris. After
just one day together, the spark bursts into a
flame...until Allyson wakes up after a whirlwind day
shocked to discover that Willem is gone.

Why We Broke Up
By Daniel Handler

Sixteen-year-old Min Green writes a letter to Ed
Slaterton in which she breaks up with him, documenting their relationship and how items in the accompanying box, from bottle caps to a cookbook,
foretell the end.

Please Ignore Vera Dietz
By A.S. King

When her best friend, whom she secretly loves, betrays her and then dies under mysterious circumstances, high school senior Vera Dietz struggles with
secrets that could help clear his name.

Five Feet Apart

By Rachael Lippincott
Seventeen-year-olds Stella and Will, both suffering
from cystic fibrosis, realize the only way to stay alive
is to stay apart, but their love for each other is slowly
pushing the boundaries of physical and emotional
safety.

